
Host ACTDMark says:
---------------------------------------------- BEGIN MISSION ------------------------------------------------------

CMO_OMlry says:
::in SB, with EMH::

Host CSOKrauz says:
::activates the Holosim::

CNS_Sheri says:
::in her office reviewing crew records::

OpsTrebor says:
::Is doing light stretching exercises, feeling out his legs::

Host CSOKrauz says:
::looks around as the Holosuite hums with simulated machinery::

CMO_OMlry says:
EMH: Thanks..my hand seems to be in pretty good shape

CE_Stevns says:
::in main engineering working on his weekly repairs::

SCIKoepke says:
::gets out of TL and walks towards holosuite::

Host CSOKrauz says:
::notices an update on the transporter logs....a gap in the jamming....hmmm::

CMO_OMlry says:
::EMH looks at him::  CMO: Certainly...but, your hand will never be 100%

CO_Mav (CO_Mav@idsl17.mpls.uswest.net) has joined the conversation.

OpsTrebor says:
::Notices Doc getting examined by the EMH:: CMO: I am feeling good here.  Am I released for duty?

SCIKoepke says:
::enters holodeck:: Krauz: Sir?

CMO_OMlry says:
OPS: Let me check you out one more time, just in case.

Host CSOKrauz says:
::turns at the sound of the large doors opening::  Lieutenant.....please...come in...

CE_Stevns says:
::finishes work and leaves engineering and heads for the bridge::

CMO_OMlry says:
EMH: I know, but I will do majopr surgery again...in time

SCIKoepke says:
Krauz: Of course.  What is this?

Host CSOKrauz says:
Computer:  Pause simulation.......

OpsTrebor says:
::still feels a twinge in his lower back, so is willing for the final exam::

CE_Stevns says:
:exits the TL and enters the bridge.

CMO_OMlry says:
Computer: Discontinue EMH program

Host CSOKrauz says:
::watches the machine stop::  SO:  This is a recreation of the Machine...according to the tricorder logs and other data

OpsTrebor says:
CMO:When ever you are free, Doc

CMO_OMlry says:
::turns to Trebor::  OPS: Ok...biobed 4

OpsTrebor says:
::Slowly gets on biobed::

CNS_Sheri says:
::notices that no one is showing up for their appointments::

SCIKoepke says:
::turns pale:: CSO: Not the machine that knocked everybody down on betazed?

Host CO_Mav says:
:: wakes up in his quarters, still a bit queasy from the drugs - quickly, puts on his uniform, looks at the time, and runs off towards the turbolift ::

CMO_OMlry says:
::runs diognostic on Trebor::

Host CSOKrauz says:
SO:  Although, according to the lastest sensor readings, this might be moot - there appears to be a break in the jamming in an adjectent room....
The same.....I noticed a pattern in the attacks...and thought it important to bring up

CE_Stevns says:
::goes to engineering console and tries to develop a way to keep a transporter lock on the AT.::

CMO_OMlry says:
::looks over data::  OPS: All looks alright Treb, I gues you can return if needed...Just take it a bit easy, ok?

SCIKoepke says:
::feels her legs go jello:: CSO: Um, well, um...i don't realllllllllly like the idea of going back there...even for a spin in the holodeck...

Host CO_Mav says:
:: after the turbolift ride, he steps onto the bridge a bit sweaty ::

OpsTrebor says:
::Looks down at his legs:: CMO: Dont worry.  I feel fine.

CMO_OMlry says:
::smiles:: OPS: Ok, get back to work

OpsTrebor says:
CMO: Aye sir.  And Doc.....thanks.

CMO_OMlry says:
OPS: anytime...

Host CSOKrauz says:
SO:  I dont relish the idea, either, and I wasnt there - however, if we do run into this sort of trap again, it is imperative that we figure out how it ticks

OpsTrebor says:
::Exits SB, and head to TL:: TL; Bridge

Host CO_Mav says:
:: sits down and realizes they have to go to the surface ::

SCIKoepke says:
CSO: Anyway, I still don't think I completely follow you...you are looking for a way to disarm that thing...

CMO_OMlry says:
::looks at hand and sees it has a bit of a twitch to it::

Host CSOKrauz says:
SO:  Thats right.......and I did notice something...please, come in and stand next to me...I am standing right in the beam in area.....and we can begin

CMO_OMlry says:
self: damn...

SCIKoepke says:
CSO: How will we know that we ran into this sort of trap again?  ::stands next to CSO:: without getting someone pinned to the wall first...

CMO_OMlry says:
::goes over to his desk and begins to process all the paperwork::

Host CSOKrauz says:
SO:  That is what we are here to find out....safely....
Computer:  Begin simulation

Host CSOKrauz says:
::watches his machine go to work::

SCIKoepke says:
self: great.

Host CSOKrauz says:
::has to raise his voice a bit::  SO:  Like this, was it not?

OpsTrebor says:
::Exits TL and walks to Ops, relieving duty crew::

OpsTrebor says:
::Nods to Mav:: CO: Good to see you in one piece, sir.  How are you feeling?

Host CO_Mav says:
*Krauz, Trebor, Stevens* Report to Transporter Room 3 with phasers, tricorders, and toolkits.

SCIKoepke says:
::wonders if any color is left in her face:: CSO: Oh yes...

Host CO_Mav says:
Trebor: Horrible...

CNS_Sheri says:
::sits back::

CE_Stevns says:
CO:  we could use isolinear tracer tags to keep in transport contact with the AT

CE_Stevns says:
::looks up and gets ready to go::

OpsTrebor says:
Self:: "Once more into the breech..."

Host CO_Mav says:
CEO: Do it.

SCIKoepke says:
CSO: Seems like you'll get some first hand experience...

Host CSOKrauz says:
::looks around, punching a few keys on his trusty padd::  SO:  Now...::looks up::  Damn......briefly......you will notice that all of the attacks occured outside the 5m radius of the beam-in point....odd dont you think...it was tracking us somehow, and we need to find out how.....::hands Padd to Julia::  Duty calls

Host CO_Mav says:
:: heads for the Transporter Room ::

CE_Stevns says:
::gets to the TL and makes a stop to engineering and sets up the isolinear tags.::

OpsTrebor says:
::Follows Mav to the TR::

Host CSOKrauz says:
SO:  Find out how it knew where you were....and see if it cant be jammed....::exits through the arch::

SCIKoepke says:
::takes padd:: CSO: uhuh...

CE_Stevns says:
::exits engineering and moves to the TR with the equipment

SCIKoepke says:
::watches him leave::CSO: aye.

CE_Stevns says:
*CO*  I have the tags ready and I am in the TR 3

Host CO_Mav says:
:: arrives at the TR and gets his equiptment ready ::

Host CSOKrauz says:
::swinging through a Science Lab, arrives in the TR decked out with tricorders, sample kits, and a type III phaser rifle::

OpsTrebor says:
::Picks up phasers from the Sec officer and distributes them to Mav and Krauz::

SCIKoepke says:
Computer: Editor.

Host CSOKrauz says:
::takes the Type II phaser and puts it on his belt::  OPS:  Thank you Lt......

SCIKoepke says:
Computer: Pause Simulation.

CE_Stevns says:
::holsters tricorder and phaser and sets down the toolkit::

Host CO_Mav says:
:: takes his equipment and stands on the pad, waiting for the rest of them ::

OpsTrebor says:
::Arranges his gear, and checks the phaser charge: CO:Your welcom sir.  I am rady to beam in.

OpsTrebor says:
<ready>

CE_Stevns says:
ALL in TR::  here are the tags attach them to your arm and if it falls off we will lose lock

Host CSOKrauz says:
::steps up behind the CO::

CE_Stevns says:
::hands out the tags::

Host CSOKrauz says:
::takes the tag and places it safely within his collar::

CNS_Sheri says:
::goes to the replicator and orders coffee::

CE_Stevns says:
::picks up toolkit and places the tag on arm::

Host CO_Mav says:
AT: Ready?

SCIKoepke says:
::adds the AT into the simulation::

CE_Stevns says:
::steps on the pad:

CE_Stevns says:
CO:  yes sir

OpsTrebor says:
::Places his tag securely in his uniform:: CO: Ready sir.

Host CSOKrauz says:
CO:  Aye

CMO_OMlry says:
::hears of 2nd away mission, prepares SB::

Host CO_Mav says:
:: nods to the chief ::

OpsTrebor says:
::Tricorder in one hand, Phaser in the other::

Host CO_Mav says:
<Chief> :: beams the AT down ::

CNS_Sheri says:
::sips her coffee and continue crew reports::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION: The AT beams in to a room with a single computer and a large window, with a closed shutter

CE_Stevns says:
::grabs phaser::

SCIKoepke says:
Computer: Replay scenario, continuous beam hits.

OpsTrebor @::Looks around room, starts scanning:: (Tricorder.wav)

CE_Stevns says:
::notices the computer::

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::slings his Phaser rifle, whips out his tricorder and begins scanning the room - computer - etc etc etc....high end scans::

Host CO_Mav says:
@ AT: You know what happened last time - be careful.

CE_Stevns says:
::looks around and slow moves to the computer::

SCIKoepke says:
::watches as every one of the holodeck AT is pierced to the walls:: Computer: Pause simulation.

Host ACTDMark says:
@ SCANS: There is still a dampening field in place rendering Tricorders useless.

OpsTrebor says:
::Keeps phaser ready to sweep the room::

OpsTrebor says:
@

OpsTrebor says:
@CO:Dampening field is still present.

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  CO:  Some sort of dampening field is up......tricorders offline

CE_Stevns says:
@::walks over to the computer and tries to access the computers commands

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::follows the CEO::

CMO_OMlry says:
::hits comm badge:: *BRIDGE* Any AT medical emergencies beam directly to SB

OpsTrebor says:
@::watches for any traps::

SCIKoepke says:
::walks back and forth between the beams, trying to trace them back to a central point::

Host CO_Mav says:
@ AT: Okay... We need to find any more traps... and this time, disable them...

Host ACTDMark says:
@ ::The Computer is a simple interface.. there is DNA information on the Jem'Hadar, Ketracel White and several locked files.

OpsTrebor says:
@::Slowly walks around room, looking for triggers, scanners, etc::

Host CO_Mav says:
@ CSO: Would it be possible to release an Electromagnetic Pulse through the building to disable all the computerized mechanisms, etc.? It would almost guarantee our safety. If anything does happen, it'd be a good idea.

CE_Stevns says:
@CSO:  How is your Dominion decryption skills?

Host CO_Mav says:
@ Trebor: See if you can crack the locked files.

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::begins doing a visual scan for any sort of tracking system as the interface comes up::  CO:  An EMP?  We have no idea what affect it would have on Ketracel White in production.......who knows what sort of failsafes this thing has

SCIKoepke says:
Computer: Replay scenario, this time stop after Köpke is pinned to the wall.

Host CO_Mav says:
@ :: nods :: But keep it in mind.

CE_Stevns says:
@::starts to work on accessing the defense system of the factory::

OpsTrebor says:
@CO: Aye sir, I will try

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  CO:  This place might have a "Dead Man's Switch"...loose power, and the whole place goes up....

CNS_Sheri says:
*CMO* Sheridan to O'Mallory.

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  CEO:  It would be interesting to see what is in those encrypted files....perhaps the safety protocols to shutdown the plants defenses

CMO_OMlry says:
*CNS* O'Mallory here.  Go ahead

OpsTrebor says:
@::Approaches computer and starts running through decrypt programs::

CE_Stevns says:
@CSO:  Yeah.  I am now trying to access the defense systems for the plant.

CNS_Sheri says:
*CMO* Dr. do you need any assistance in SB?

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::keeps an eye on the vent.....checks for any doors::

CNS_Sheri says:
::waits for a reponse::

CMO_OMlry says:
*CNS* Not at this time, but please be ready just in case

CE_Stevns says:
::continues to try to access the defense grid for the plant::

CNS_Sheri says:
*CMO* Are you sure Doc? I could use something to do just now.

OpsTrebor says:
@CO: Hmmm, their security programs are tough.... this may take some time.

SCIKoepke says:
Computer: Close program.  exit.

CMO_OMlry says:
*CNS* All is quiet here for now, but thanks Ltjg.  ::smiles::

Host CO_Mav says:
@ OPS: Keep at it. For now, let's look around.

SCIKoepke says:
::exits holodeck and runs into TL:: TL: Bridge.

Host ACTDMark says:
@ ::The Computer releases the lockout and the shutter on the window opens::

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::his tricorder superflourus at this point, closes it and places it back into its belt holster::

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::whirls around with Phaser III at ready - the vent suddenly open::

CNS_Sheri says:
*CMO* Alright, thanks Doc, Sheridan out.

OpsTrebor says:
@Self:: What was that?  Did I do that?

CMO_OMlry says:
::continues emergency preps::

CE_Stevns says:
@::kind of jumps at attention::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ VIEW: The window opens onto the Ketracel White Production floor, which also houses a small Jem'Hadar breeding facility.::

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::looks out at the view, noticing the cloning vats::  CO:  That might be trouble...

SCIKoepke says:
::enters bridge and runs to SCI II::

CE_Stevns says:
@::looks through the window in amazment.  This is his first look into a real breeding facility

SCIKoepke says:
::scans for the cause of the dampening field::

Host CO_Mav says:
@ ALL: Suggestions?

SCIKoepke says:
Computer: Could the dampening field either 1) be installed to hide the trigger to the traps, or 2) be the trigger?

OpsTrebor says:
@::Maintains his focus on the terminal, slowly realizing that the security program has been breeched::

CNS_Sheri says:
::goes back to her cold coffee:: Self: ewww, hate cold coffee!

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  CO:  I can't tell from here, but those Breeding hatcheries look active - if they go live, we might have a problem

SCIKoepke says:
::waits for returned info of the scans::

OpsTrebor says:
@::Runs through the computer files:: CO: We have access to the computer.  It wont be much help.  THis is a very limited terminal.

CE_Stevns says:
@::goes back to the computer to bring up the commands for the breed hatcheries

OpsTrebor says:
@::Looks up at mention of 'hatcheries', slowly moves toward window and sees the cloning setup::

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::looks around the breeding / KW room for any JemHadar weapon stores::

Host CO_Mav says:
@ AT: We need to find the master controls..

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  CO:  I would wager there are some on the floor there ::points out at the Factory floor::

CE_Stevns says:
@:: notices the limited access of the computer::

SCIKoepke says:
Computer: Hello?

CE_Stevns says:
@::types into the computer and asks for a list of accessable systems from the computer::

Host ACTDMark says:
<Computer> Affirmative

OpsTrebor says:
@::Returns to the computer and attempts to access floorplans for the factory::

Host CO_Mav says:
@ :: nods :: Let's go. And remember, do not TOUCH anything!

SCIKoepke says:
self: thank you.

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::checks the safety on the phaser rifle, selecting active::  CO:  How do you propose we get down there?

CMO_OMlry says:
::finishes up with all injury reports::

SCIKoepke says:
::recalibrates the sensors and scans for a hidden generator, or some source for the dampening field::

Host CO_Mav says:
@ CSO: Oh... Hmm.... Look for a door, I guess, eh?

CMO_OMlry says:
::looks at hand again::

SCIKoepke says:
self: hoooooold on just a second...the dampening fields are only in some areas...

Host CO_Mav says:
@ :: looks around for any ways to the main floor ::

Host CSOKrauz says:
@   ::walks over to the nearest wall and begins running a hand over seems in the wall plating::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ ::There is a second door leading to stairs down into teh plant::

CMO_OMlry says:
::calls up different surigical simulations on the computer::  self: Lets see...

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  CO:  Found it....::opens the door::

Host CO_Mav says:
@ ::nods and steps through, carefully watching the walls and floor ::

CNS_Sheri says:
::thinks maybe a letter home would be in order::

OpsTrebor says:
@::Unable to access much of anything worthwhile, he pulls his phaser and falls in behind Mav::

SCIKoepke says:
::looks over the info scrolling over monitors:: self: There it is...the power source to the dampening field...

CE_Stevns says:
@::follows the CO::

CMO_OMlry says:
Self: Lets see how much work I have ahead of myself.  Computer: Call my surgical simulation 5

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::brings the phaser down to his hip, following behind Mav::

CMO_OMlry says:
::sees abdominal wounded patient appear::

CMO_OMlry says:
::goes over to patient and get his tools ready::

OpsTrebor says:
@::keeps an eye on the factory floor, and one eye on Mav::

CNS_Sheri says:
::begins letter:: Dearest Father,

Host CSOKrauz says:
@ ::feels the cloning vats radiate heat, dispite the powerful Life Support and Enviornmental controls::

Host CO_Mav says:
@ :: slowly looks for any computers ::

SCIKoepke says:
self: darn, we'd blow up some necessary machinery if we'd try to shoot it up from the ship...

CMO_OMlry says:
::feels a bit nervous, although knows what to do::  Computer: Begin simulation

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::walks over to the cloning vats, checking their operational state::

SCIKoepke says:
Ensign: Do we have transporter lock on the AT?

CMO_OMlry says:
::begins to perform simulated surgery::

OpsTrebor says:
@::stops at a cloning vat, trying to look inside::

CNS_Sheri says:
::pauses and gets more coffee:: Self: ahh, much better!

CMO_OMlry says:
::his hand begins to cut, but is noticebly shaking::

Host CSOKrauz says:
::looks over at Trebor::  OPS:  Without a tricorder, no way to know just how far along these things are without a visual inspection ::notices all the condensation on the tubes::

Host CSOKrauz says:
<@>

CMO_OMlry says:
Self: Cmon...you can do it.

OpsTrebor says:
@CSO: We could always cut one open ::Lifts his phaser::

SCIKoepke says:
::begins to hastingly type the coordinates of the dampening field generator into the padd, as well as the fact that the dampening fields is probably only nearby and at traps.

CMO_OMlry says:
::makes cut, but with much difficulty::

SCIKoepke says:
<::>

CE_Stevns says:
@::stands behind the CSO and gets ready for anything::

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  OPS:  No.....that wont be nessecary ::wipes away some of the sweat on the tube, gazing inside::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION:  A beam fires from a wall and blasts the phaser out of Trebor's hand

Host CO_Mav says:
@ :: looks around ::

Host CO_Mav says:
@ :: jumps back as a beam fires from the wall ::

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::jumps back at the weapons fire, bringing his phaser up::

CMO_OMlry says:
::continues with procedure::

OpsTrebor says:
@::Clutches at his hand, and dives behind a cloning vat::

SCIKoepke says:
::runs back into TL:: TL: TR1

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::thinks aloud::  Security system.....clever......::looks at the clear spot on the Vat, trying to get a look at the Jem Ha'dar within::

CMO_OMlry says:
::watches data::

SCIKoepke says:
::adds floorplan out of library computers to the padd::

OpsTrebor says:
@AT: Where did it come from?  Sniper or Automatic system?

SCIKoepke says:
::exits TL  runs to TR1::

CE_Stevns says:
@::looks around::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ VIEW:  The Jem'hadar inside looks different.. its skin seems to be more smooth

CMO_OMlry says:
::hears computer break in::  CMO: Warning...life signs failing

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  OPS:  Security system....automatic...if it were a sniper....we'd be dead by now....::squints, trying to get a better look::

Host CO_Mav says:
@ AT: What should we do with these Jem'Hadar?

SCIKoepke says:
::finishes typing all info into the PADD as she enters TR1::

CMO_OMlry says:
::tries to continue::

OpsTrebor says:
@::Looks down at his burnt hand, and destroyed phaser::  CSO: Throw my your type II, please.

Host CO_Mav says:
@ AT: If only what I had in mind were realistic and safe. :: frowns at the Jem'Hadar in front of him ::

SCIKoepke says:
Chief: Beam this as close to CSO Krauz as you can.

CE_Stevns says:
@ALL:  I say we destroy them

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::raises an eyebrow at the Jem Ha'dar within:: CO:  These arent normal Jem Ha'dar.......looks like they were doing some experimentation with them...

CMO_OMlry says:
CMO: Blood pressure dropping...pulse: 90 over 35

CNS_Sheri says:
::decides the letter can wait, and returns to her reports::

CMO_OMlry says:
Self: No!  I know I can do this...

OpsTrebor says:
@CSO: Or may be undeveloped.  What is their normal gestation time?

SCIKoepke says:
<Chief>Yes Lt.

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::stands away, handing his phaser II to OPS::  OPS:  Be a bit more careful with this one

CMO_OMlry says:
CMO: Life sign terminated...

SCIKoepke says:
::watches as the chief beams down the PADD::

OpsTrebor says:
@::Raises an eyebrow to CSO:: CSO: Of course sir.

CMO_OMlry says:
::throws scapel across SB:

CMO_OMlry says:
::sighs: Computer: End simulation...

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::thinks::  OPS:  Normal gestation is 1 week.....::looks at the controls::  These appear to be at 6 days....3 hours....13 minutes

SCIKoepke says:
self: Let's hope this works...

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::turns at the sounds of a transport, noticing the padd on the ground...odd::

Host CO_Mav says:
@ :: stands and watches, not eager to get another hole in th gut ::

CMO_OMlry says:
::slowly walks back to his desk::

OpsTrebor says:
@::walks toward Ketracel production section::

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::bends over and picks up the padd, activating it::

SCIKoepke says:
::walks out of TR, enters TL a moment later::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION: Everyone feels very tired all of a sudden... limbs feel heavier

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::stifles a yawn::

Host CO_Mav says:
@ :: feels even worse than before, leaning on a vat ::

Host ACTDMark says:
---------------------------------------------- PAUSE MISSION ------------------------------------------------------

OpsTrebor says:
@::slows to a slow walk.... legs are so heavy::

Host ACTDMark says:
---------------------------------------------- PAUSE MISSION ------------------------------------------------------

Host ACTDMark says:
Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION: Everyone feels very tired all of a sudden... limbs feel heavier

Host ACTDMark says:
Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::stifles a yawn::

Host ACTDMark says:
Host CO_Mav says:
@ :: feels even worse than before, leaning on a vat ::

SCIKoepke says:
::enters bridge::

OpsTrebor says:
@:AT:Phaser feels like it weighs a ton

Host CAP_Mav says:
@ :: yawns and slumps ::

SCIKoepke says:
*CNS*Could you please come to the bridge?

CMO_OMlry says:
Self: An routine operation....I....can't even to that....so much work ahead if....ever

CE_Stevns says:
@::stretches and starts to feel an incredible sense of wanting to go to sleep::

CNS_Sheri says:
::still tries to make sense of the latest crew evalutations::

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::begins pouring over the padd::  CO:  this is interesting  *yawn* Lt Koepke might have found out the riddle on how to solve the dampening field problem

Host CAP_Mav says:
@ CSO: Oh.. really.. that's... :: tries to not fall over ::

CE_Stevns says:
@::drops the toolkit and yawns::

OpsTrebor says:
@AT: What is in now... a stasis field?

Host CAP_Mav says:
@ AT: Must be some sort of gas... but... can't resist.

SCIKoepke says:
::scans area of AT again::

SCIKoepke says:
*CNS*  Serena, are you there?

Host CSOKrauz says:
ACTION:  WITH A THUD, CAPTAIN MAVERICK FALLS QUIETLY ASLEEP - SNORING LIGHTLY

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::turns slowly looking at the now inert Captain Maverick::  CO:  Sir?

CNS_Sheri says:
*SCI* Errr, yes Julia?

Host CAP_Mav says:
@ :: smiles as he dreams ::

OpsTrebor says:
@::Looks at the slumped form of the Capt::Self: Not again...

SCIKoepke says:
*CNS* Are you really busy, or could you give me a hand up here for a while?

ACTDMark is away: Gone.... be back

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::walks over, shaking his head clear again....though it wasnt quite as clear as before::

SCIKoepke says:
*CNS* I get the stupid feeling that something's wrong.

CNS_Sheri says:
::looks around her office:: *SCI* I'm on my way.

CE_Stevns says:
@::tries to shake off the sleepy feeling

SCIKoepke says:
*CNS* Thanx.  ::sighs:: Köpke out.

CMO_OMlry says:
::goes to replicator:: Coffee...strong  ::takes up and sits again::

OpsTrebor says:
@::feels a burning hatred for everything dominion::

SCIKoepke says:
*Chief* What's the location of the AT?

Host CSOKrauz says:
ACTION:  OVERCOME BY GAS, LT TREBOR, STILL SOMEWHAT WEAKENED FROM HIS ORDEAL LAST TIME, SLUMPS DOWN TO THE DECK, IMAGES OF KILLING JEM HADDAR DANCING IN HIS HEAD

CNS_Sheri says:
::heads for the TL and enters:: Bridge!

OpsTrebor says:
@::falls to the ground::

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::begins feeling light headed::  CEO:  Cap was right.....gas.......a.....bloody...trap.......

CNS_Sheri says:
::enters the bridge and heads for Lt. Koepke:: SCI: I'm here...

Host CAP_Mav says:
@ :: lies on the ground, snoring lightly, smiling to himself as he dreams ::

CE_Stevns says:
@::shakes head again with no effect::

SCIKoepke says:
CNS: Do you pick up anything from the AT?

Host CSOKrauz says:
@  ::reaches for his commbadge, but to no avail, falls down, sleeping before he hits the deck::

SCIKoepke says:
CNS: It's hell down there...and i'm getting worried

CNS_Sheri says:
SCI: They seem very relaxed, amost comotose. Strange.

CE_Stevns says:
@*SHIP* We need a emergency beamout

OpsTrebor says:
@::twitches in his sleep, shooting his dream phaser at all the little dominion badguys::

SCIKoepke says:
::looks at her puzzled::

CE_Stevns says:
@::hits commbadge::

Host CAP_Mav says:
@ :: snorts and rolls over ::

Host CSOKrauz says:
ACTION:  THE COMM COMES THROUGH - "WE.....N......D......EMER....BE....M........T"

SCIKoepke says:
CNS: They haven't moved from their current position for quite some time...

Host CSOKrauz says:
ACTION: UNABLE TO RESIST THE GAS, THE CEO SUCUMBS AS WELL, FALLING WHERE HE STOOD - SLEEPING LIKE A LITTLE BABE

CNS_Sheri says:
SCI: Juila, listen....

SCIKoepke says:
Chief:  Beam out the AT NOW!

CE_Stevns says:
@*Q*  This is CEO Stevens......

CMO_OMlry says:
::hist comm badge:: BRIDGE: Report...

CE_Stevns says:
@::hits the ground::

SCIKoepke says:
*CMO* AT in trouble.  I suspect another trap

CNS_Sheri says:
SCI: Lt. somethings wrong, very wrong....

CMO_OMlry says:
*SCI* Beam out now! To SB...

Host CSOKrauz says:
<Chief>  We've lost transporter lock

Host CSOKrauz says:
-@-@-@-@-@-  PAUSE MISSION -@-@-@-@-@-


